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2and the values of the parameters a and b were found to be important in determining polarization
observables. Moreover, good ts to data could be achieved when these parameters were allowed to
scale with the coupling constant of the pion to the particular hyperon considered. These results
have motivated the present work, in which we evaluate the pion cloud contribution to the scalar
form factor of spin 1=2 hyperons and study the behaviour of the parameters a and b. Our calculation
follows a procedure used previously in the nucleon case [6].
The interactions of pions with other hadrons can be well described by means of eective theories,
in which an approximate SU(2)  SU(2) symmetry is broken by the small pion mass (). In
the framework of chiral perturbation theory, the leading term of the nucleon scalar form factor
is proportional to 
2
and determined directly by the coupling constant c
1
of the second order
lagrangian [7]. Loop diagrams, which carry the depence on t, begin contributing at order O(
3
).
This means that, in a strict calculation, one is not able to predict the value of the parameter a,
which is related with c
1
.
In order to overcome this diÆculty, one notes that, to O(
3
), triangle diagrams are completely
determined, since they involve only known masses and coupling constants. ToO(
4
), loop diagrams






. The study of N subthreshold coeÆcients indicates
that c
1




and the values of these last two constants can be explained by
means of  saturation. This allows the O(
4
) scalar form factor to be well represented by the
leading tree contribution associated with c
1
and and two triangle diagrams, involving N and 





FIG. 1: The scalar form factor (grey blob) receives contributions from tree interactions (white blob) and
triangle diagrams with spin 1=2 and 3=2 intermediate states.
When one goes to conguration space, these two kinds of contributions split apart in ~(r).
The tree term yields a zero-range Æ-function, whereas the triangle diagrams give rise to spatially
distributed structures, fully determined by known parameters. As noted in ref.[8], for the case of
hadron polarizabilities, the Fourier transform acts as a lter which transmits only genuine pion








The function ~(r) represents the mass density of the nucleon due to its pion cloud. In non-linear
lagrangians, the pion degrees of freedom are better described by a direction
^
 and by an angle ,
embodied into the operator U = exp(i 
^
 ) = cos  + i 
^
 sin . In this framework, the value




 cannot be larger than f

, since Goldstone bosons
are collective states derived from the qq condensate. Accordingly, a pion cloud corresponds to a
transformation of the condensate that surrounds the nucleon and its energy density cannot exceed





. Therefore we dene the radius R by the























In the case of the nucleon[6], this expression yields  = 46 MeV, a value quite close to that
prescribed in ref.[9]. In the sequence, we extend this procedure to the case of strange baryons.
II. FORMALISM







) u(p), where L
sb





this work we assume the scalar form factor of strange baryons to be completely dominated by the















































+ h:c: ; (4)
where B, R and  denote, respectively, spin 1=2, spin 3=2 and pion elds, T is a matrix that
couples baryons into an isospin 1 state, f







coupling constants for the processes B ! B
0





. The former were obtained by using SU(3) relations with the results of ref.[10] for the 
vertex as input and one notes that they would not change much if the more recent results of ref.
[11] were used. The latter were taken from Breit-Wigner ts to resonance decay widths. The spin






















































N 1.25 2.82 - - - - - -
 - - - - 0.98 1.74 - -
 - - 0.98 1.63 0.52  0 - -
 - - - - - - 0.28 0.84
The initial and nal baryon momenta are denoted by p and p
0
, whereas k and k
0
are the momenta
of the exchanged pions. We also use the variables P = (p
0




, Q = (k+k
0
)=2,





































































































































































































in the numerator with 
2
. This approximation amounts to neglecting short range interactions,








) in the numerator may be used to cancel pion
propagators in eq.(6).







































































































































These results can be used in numerical evaluations of the scalar form factor. However, they do















































































































































































































) and hence the loop contribution to (t) is O(
3
),




























S, with S given by eqs.(A13-A15).
III. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS





for the spin 1=2 baryons. In g.2 we
display the individual contributions of the various intermediate states as functions of the distance
and one notes that the role of resonances is rather important. Comparing this feature with the fact









that the power counting hierarchy is subverted around r  1fm.






= 1 and of the the -term, calculated by means of eq.(2), are given in table
2. One nds that heavier systems correspond to smaller values of these quantities, but one should
bear in mind that the coupling constants of table 1 also intervene.
These results allow the scalar form factor in momentum space to be written, for each of the
baryons considered, as















































































FIG. 2: Intermediate state contributions to the scalar form factor of the spin 1=2 baryons.
















FIG. 3: Full results for the scalar form factor of the spin 1=2 baryons.
8TABLE II: Baryon radius (R), -term= (0) and (2
2
).
N   
R (fm) 0.58 0.51 0.45 0.35
 (MeV) 46.0 33.5 29.2 12.0
(2
2
) (MeV) 57.6 39.3 36.2 13.25
where the summation runs over possible intermediate states. In table 2 we also quote (2
2
), the
value of this function at the Cheng-Dashen point. The contribution of this function to the isospin
even subamplitude A
+
of the Y scattering amplitude [4] is given by (t)=f
2

. It corresponds to
the t-channel exchange of a scalar system in elastic scattering and, with the motivation discussed





= a+ b t+ c t
2
: (16)
With the coeÆcients given in table 3, this series represents well the calculated function for
momenta up to 450 MeV. These results support qualitatively the assumptions made in ref.[4],
namely that the hyperon parameters must be smaller than those o f the nucleon. On the other
hand, the values used in ref.[3], also given in table 3, must be updated and a full calculation of the
hyperon polarization in high energy proton-nucleus collisions based on the theoretical values will
be reported elsewhere.
TABLE III: CoeÆcients of the series given in eq.(16) and values used in ref.[3], within brackets.
N   
a(
 1
) 0.7423 [0.25] 0.5390 [0.22] 0.4698 [0.13] 0.1936 [0.07]
b(
 3
) 0.0690 [0.40] 0.0361 [0.35] 0.0322 [0.20] 0.0074 [0.12]
c(
 5
) 0.0015 [0] 0.0006 [0] 0.0011 [0] 0.0001 [0]
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9APPENDIX A: LOOP INTEGRALS































All denominators are symmetric under q ! q and hence results cannot contain odd powers of
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